
Dear Clay, 	 5/3o/98 
I've gone over all the clippings I used in the Hersh-It book and enclose the 

COadian citations and a couple bf liOroxes, all 1.have that I cited and have ,pn 

file. Thanks. 

1 Ay get a phone call I should have gotten a quarter or an hour ago, se I 

may be interrupted. 

I think It is a safe assumption that anything in your local papers that can 

be of interest to the FBI or that the local agents may thin4hey'd Catch hell for 

not sending to their field office will be sent there, filed and indexed. It has 

happened to me and I've thousands of cases in disclosed FBI files. They all di 

it and once done it is obi file for misueses by all. And it gets misused. So, 

41.1e I agree with you in your belief in the correctness of what Nieomueller 

said, that does not require putting a head on the qipek in peacetime. 

We are both on Issix and neither of us walks enough. It would be easier for 

me but once I get started I keep working as much as I can. 

If you do write someting of course I'll be glad to check it for accuracy. 

And if yolant to discuss it, of course I will. 

Ivica and I think the nut's name is Drage just assumed that I was a 

government agent. They Wife no reason for asking for that study and they did 

nclapologize for it or retract it or anything like that. So I cart gibe you 

their "logic." 

That and conspiracy museum is a nutbouse financed by one of the nicest of 

men, ,&b Cutler. I di not try to sell the booku we have. I want to have them for 

those who have the interest. So I do not try to attract the nuts to sell copies 

to them. That will have them around longer and more 11304 likely to be available 

to those who have serious interests and not nuttiness in mind. 

I keep a stack for McKnight in one place and I'll add yfUr enclosures to 

it. The college is keeping him busy for a short tIme longer then he has his 

sabbatical. I've not seen him in several weeks. 

I'm in the Posner conclusions then I have to get on a foreword or an 

introduction of both. More than 400 of ray pages. 

ThanksV7T4400 


